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A PRILL FOR RQ-100 






An inv~stigation of the optimum drill design for Bethlehem 
St~el Corporation's newly developed structural steel is re-
ported here~ The technique employed was the variatio~ of 
breakthru torque and burr produced by changing the drill geom-
etry. 
The results show that chisel edge drills with wider includ-
·ed·angl·es a-nd lower relief angle performed better than spiral. 
point drills from breakthru torque poi~t of view. However, 
spiral point drills with lower included angles and medium re-
. . 
J 
lief angle performed better and caused less burr than the chis- _ 
el edge drills with similar geometries . 
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I 
., 
An i_nvestigation of the opt.imum drill design f.or Bethlehem .. 
· .Steel Corporation 1 s newly developed structural steel is re-
ported here. Th·e-"technique employed was the variation of 
breakthru torque and buri produced by chang1ng tht drill geom-
etry. 
The results show that chisel edge drills with wider includ-
' 
·' ·--~~:: ... -.. - -edangles and_lower relief a·ng·le· performed bette-rthan. spira'l .. 
; 
point drills from breakthru torque·point of view. However, 
spiral point drills with lower included angles and medium re-
lief angle performed better and caused less burr than the chis-
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I N'T RO DU CT I ON AN D L I TE RAT U RE S UR V E V ·
Though the pictor1al evidence of the first drill occurs 
in a sculptured relief on the w·alls.of mastaba of Tiye, 'at·· 
S.agqara, dating about 2540 s·.c., the origins of ol.d ipearpoint 
type drills are lost in the mists of antiquity. F·rom the need 
in interchangeable ar~s manufacture, to drill ·many holes with 
speed and accuracy, made by the mechanics of New Eng1and, 
evolved the twist drill such as we know it·today. One of the 
. -
,. .... 
first firms to make these new drills was the Providence Tool 
Company.of Rhode Island. However, it took the Civil War, to 
force the designers to perfect the earlier twist drill. Ac-
curate twist drills were needed for forming holes in the per-
cussion ripple of the new percussion lock rifle which was built 
in large quantities during the.Civil War. Frederick Howe of 
above mentioned company took the problem of manufacturing twist 
drills to his good friend, Josef R. Brown, of Brown and Sharpe 
C 
Company, who eliminated the problem by designing the universal 
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It was during··-1862-1-872 that the now familiar twist drills. ap-
, 
p~ared in engineering work shops all over the world. Supe.r- . 
j ficially the overa1·1 appearance of· twist drill has changed 
very little over th~ pa$t half century together with the· fact 
---iha-t--dl"-lll'i--n.g --0-f h 0-l-es -i-s one of the mo s tf w i de 1 y used 
.. _/ ' . 
.. ,, .... ,., . ., .. , ............ . 
ma nuf ac ...:·. 
- . 
'-:)' 
· turing p~Qcesses. It is a conservative·estimate that well over 
" 
JOO million drills afe u~ed annually in United States alone. 
Because of this va~t scale on which drilling operations are 
" 
l 
·. -· --.,a~~-- --· ..... :· .-. 
\ -~ 
-- .·- .... --·- · __ . - --·------·----·---~-~- -~----:.-. ________ ___:__ 
... ~" ~ .. , uo • • • 
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, _____________ ,...._..._----~---- '-· . 
h 
c.arried out; ·even~ a slight increase in the genera.l level of 
' -
dr~ill performance would yi·eld impor.tant practical and economic 
benefits to i,ndividual firms and the manufacturi-ng industry as 
,, 
a whole. There have been improvements in drill tool materials 
and in drill accuracy. Whfle th.ese have yielded gains in tool 
life and potential hole accuracy, there have been relatively 
few·changes in the b-asic twist drill design. The obvious var-
/ 
··;ables such as helix angle of the-flute, web thickness, surface--· 
.-~finisfi'···an.d sur.f-ace .. treatment have been thoroughly-investigated.: ______ ' __ · 
--""'""· <, Other factors, like web concentricity and flute spacing that 
contro1 the drill symmetry are carefully controlled in-the pro-
ducti~n of twist drills. 'Presuming all above mentioned factors 
are under complete control, the most important variables that 
' directly affect the performance are included point angle, re-
lief angle and the point geometry. The basic knowledge of 
these factors and th-eir effect on the drill performa~ce would 
;> 
help the person involved to recommend the best drill for the 
job. A_ brief survey is undertaken with this in m.ind. 
'·1. 
6 .: 
-~~- '-~------~-:~-~- ---- -- - - -~=--~--c-·~o-r-i t·1-syfl\nie-try··--; s .... ,~,f,~v i ded -i n t w·o ·-~P-.. ~i.rt .. s a ..... c--c,o r cl-i- n g_ -t·o~---Mr-.·---~,~~~~=~---~-~ ~·~ 
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W. A. Haggerty. First being point grind symmetry, and the __ _ 
......................... ········· ....... ,... . -
- ·-
second part consists of web centrality and flute spacing. The 
.-·. I ~ ' ' '; 
effect of the first part on drill performance has also ~een ·, 
investigated by D. F .. Galloway and Carl Oxford, Jr. All ..... th .. e 
~;nvestigatou~ come to the same basic conclusion. When the 
. -, ' 
point is ground off cent.re, a difference in lip_-height is ob-.· 
tained resulting in one cutting edge tak,ing a bigger chip tha-n 
\ 
-- -~- -~- ~- ...... \ 
-3-
--. ---~t>""~ - --, -
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l,• 1 the other creating an unbalance of forces· between two .. The 
drill point deflects away from. the edge taking the larger· 
force,. tending to equalize the ·forces on two lips which results 
in the hole becoming oversize. It has been shown that average· 
. . 
I, .. 
hole S·ize directly varies with the relative lip heigh.t and th~·-----..__~ 
oversize for a given relative lip height is less with smaller 
included angles. Also drill life is sharply decreased for 
slight increases in ._,relative lip height~.--
.. ~ 
. ~ . 
. ... -· ·-. . ... - . -~ - - - . . ----- ..... ···- -
- a-ec·a1rse of the method·s used in d·r,ll 'manufacture, we-b ec-
centricity and flute spacing go hand in hand. Hole oversize 
changes directly with the web eccentricity while drill life 
changes inversely with it, both relations being linear. It 
was also noted that when the web of the drill was more eccen-
tric, the wear on one drill margin became more severe because 
of the large sidewise deflection of the drill. The author of 
the above paper noted that in some cases the wear was so great 
·that the hole became smaller as the drilling progressed. 
The spiral or helix angle of the drill largely governs the 
~--,c·• .. -~, .. , .. ,·.c·. ~----· -•~---·-·.c,c'.-·r,-• .•-~----~=-=n•··-~·· 
•·«••-'•"•-'rn•""""'-"""'''·'·'-•• •"'"' ••O<On ~••••~""•""•'""•"•••••••-•-•u ••••••-' ,••-•• • -···• ,.,,,,_. ••• ""••• .... '"'"'" "•• •• 
\-., 
axial rake at the cutting lips and to a large extent chip 
clearing ability of the drill ... An increase in helix angle de-/ 
I creases the torque and thrust r~quired. · TJie results are con- 1 
, -~ . I 
firmed by Boston and Gilbert, Benedict and Hershey and by thf · 
, 
--·-
____ ,, ___ ................. -·: .. _______ ...... -~--, .. "-,c--: .. _ ... ·. ·... · -u ... : .... -s .. ·:··A ... : ..... F·:-·· ·mac-tfJ_ ... ri'a .. 6·,--l-i'·t·y .. report . · . Th e ... s e l e ct i o n a f .. d-r-,·-·11 - -----·-·-···--·--
I 
• 
holeyd the material to be c·ut. ·. The fast helix dri 11/ due 
























deep hol~s! ... _ However, this is not t:rue when oil-
, 
hole d·r-ills are used in single spindle screw mac.hine work. 
f--
_q This type of wo·rk usually employs a low helix because the re-
---- .. , ......... . 
,:.' 
duced helix angle- tends to form .shorter chips'which are easily 
carried away by _the coolant and because·low helix construction 
in horizontal drilling also gives added strength and rigidity. 
The low helix angle -is commonly. a.~ss.ociated with heavy duty 











general purpose .H.S.S. drills the helix -angle 
22° to 33° depending upon the drill diameter . 
High helix drills usually have lower tor~ional strength which 
is_ normally rectified by shortening of the flute and overall 
length to provide~added rigidity if necessary. 
Pe·rhaps most effective among all the factors is~he drill:· 
point. Configuration of the drill point consists of included 
point angle and the geometry of the point itself. Change in 
the included angle has an immediate effect on the performance 
1-
; of th~_ dril 1. ·oril ls __ with large.r included angles betweert- the 
r a n g e o f l 3 0 ° to l 4 0 ° cu t th e h a rd er ma t e /i-'a: l s mo r e e ff e ct i v e l y • ··· 
\ 
On the oth~r hand cast iron and so~e of the softer mater·ial~. 
---
are drilled more efficiently with the included point angle in 
~.1, .·,1 
..... - . ··. ' .. :- - .. 
the range of 90° to 100°. Drills with the small included 
angles have longer cutti·ng lips and they produce wide and rela-
tively thin o:hip wh.ile the drills with large included angle . 
••• ,-.. .. '7:','ltJ 
., 
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-.:deep hole ~wcrrf beca:~~ such na/Y'ower and thicker chips can be 
' 
removed e&sily. The change in. included angle ·will change the_ 
. . 
effective rake. The effect of helix angle of· the dri 11 is 
. _r e d u c e-Ei··' w h e n - t h e · i n c l u d e d a n g l e i s -s m a l l . Th e s t r e n g t h o f t h e 
cutting lip is also increased, and hence sometimes ·smaller in-
cluded angles will give better results while cutting harder 
''- .. 
materials. Lo n g a n g l e po i n t o. r __ _i_ l l .s .. , _____ a.s ....... 6 0. 0 ... t.o ____ g,.Q O -i n e 1 u· d·e·d ............. --.. --·--·-:---~---- ~· • • 'H- r, 
angle is called, are commonly used in. soft plastics and non-
ferrous metals, while the flat ang_Je p_qint, __ as 130°_tq -110° __ _ 
- .... 
e,y.,. 
range is called; ·used on tough and hard material. However, 
-,large included angle drills have a tendency "to walk" or skid 
on the surface of work wh_en starting a hole ahd hence a guide 
bushing is suggested. The most common included angle is 118° 
·and gives satisfactory results on variety of materials and is 
considered the conventional point angle. A modification in 
included angle is done while drilling medium and hard cast 
irons and other very abrasive materials. It is called double 
angle poin~. It has a conventional included angle in the 
. "· ,.._. 
central portion while a 90° incl·uded angle- chamfer on the outer 
. 
. . . 
/ 
l / 3 of l en gt h of th e cu t ti n g l i p s • The .Pa th s of ch i p fl ow 
from the two separate cutting lips cross arid this interference 
causes the chips to break .. Also, by the increasing of the 
, cu t ti n g l i p l en g th and . the c.u t ti n g.. l i l> corner an g l e , r a t e of 
.... --··· ... ---·-·· - ~---·--· . ~ -~---······ ······-··-·· 
Another ~faetor which compl-etes the po·int configurati"on is 
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' .; ,-Q __ ,., ~~ 'I' . • .• - -· ...... _ .:.. 
feren.t f·ornrs, o.ne bei,ng the c,hisel point and the other two-
·are the ~spiral point 'and the crank shaft or split point, re-
spectively. There are other variations of the split point 
gedmetry which go hand in hand with web thinning at the point. 
The latter two b~ing the improvements in drill design and they 
--. 
---·-· • ·-- •, <,,.,.~ ........ , ........ --~· ~-- .,.,,. ,.,_,, ,_, , ... , .................. '•' .• ·- , • 
,,,,., -· •,.,.,., ........ .,,,_,wow.-,,...,.,..,._,-....~.......,...,...,.,,.,,.,_,.,.,."••V"•·•' ·.,. , 
_.,._, .. , .. , .......... , ................. ,_ ............ ,. 
_,. .. : ..................... ------····"""-~- ·,._0·· ·-..:..----,-e-l ... ; ... m-:i--Ra-·te---··th·e··-·b·-asic . a e fit; enc i es·· d-f······ tlie""'"'' c·'t1·,-·s el p O i n t. As the 
~ ·--..,. -
.. 
chisel edge lengt.h increases, total drill thrust rapidly in-
creases and hence where the thrust, which may contribute to 
_n,ach·t··ne column def l ec t_j on' is· th-e main __ cons i der-.~ti·on ~ _split .... =_~~-·c~:-.-.. ~:c.- ~--=-·~-~-"-" 
point geometry is in~ariably used. Spital point geometry will 
• 
give the thrust values between conventional chisel point and 
split point. Chisel point gives the higher thrust values be-
cause cutting action at the chisel edge is mainly an extrusion 
. . process while the spiral· point gives lower thrust values for 
r 
the same work material because of effective cutting action 
and adequate space for chip flow in the region close to the 
axis of the~piral pojnt drill which has a virtually contin-
uous cutting edge from axis to periphery.' Since the spiral 
p O i n t d r i l l t er Ill i n a t e S a t th e a ~ i S , i n a S h a r p p O i n t -~ i t th ere ... _ "·"···-·--~---·•••c~-- .. 
fore centers itself on the -axis of the drill at the instant of 
engagement with the work. Other variations in point geom~try 
are created only for the specific applications and hence are 
not reviewed here . 
... -, .. -·--···-···- .. --- ------------- -·-- ~--·------ - ----·-·--··-·-·-····-·-··-- .. , ... __ 
'I,,• '"'' .. , ..... ,.. ... ,, .. ,,.,,,•,•,,,I•• I• I"' • 
The last factor which affects the drill performance is 
' 
nominal relief angle. However, its_ effect is ~at clearly iso-
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-.. ..... -,,--~_,,....,.,.,_.,-,., -----. 
. . ' 
and .the ·thrust values·-bei~g highest ·for lowest reli-ef an·gles 
a n d g r a d u a 1 1 y d e c re a s·11 n g a s we. i n c re a s e the r e l i e f a n d b e -
coming practically independent beyond th~ ·value of 10°, how-. 
ever larger values being effective while drilling cast iron. 
The relief on the drill must not only be sufficie.nt to prevent 
metallic contact on the clearance face that may result from 
elastic recovery of tool and work but it also must include a 
component required to prevent the clearance face of the tool 
.. 
s-··· ·---.--:·-·-··· 
______ _____ frqm being·_fed _i_nto .the fr~shly cut surface. 
_·:_;_,...:.. .. --·- .:: .. ~,,. ... - ·_ . ·. 
. . .. - -· ~ .... ' . . - ~ -- •... - .. 
·ro obtain the maximum benefits from the optimum designed 
tool, cutting conditions should be carefully chosen in light 
of existing equipment. The use of a pilot hole will cut the 
have no influence over torque. Drill 
speed affects neither thrust nor torque. Both torque and 
thrust directly depend upon feed and hence wear. While the 
number of holes which may be drilled before resharpening will 
usually decrease with feed, the number of holes drilled per 
hour will incre.ase with feed and hence, ari optimum feed corre-
-· .. ' 
- -c·-~-----.·-~c ~,·,.·" ,·_- __ ..... 4 ~---·~- ··---·c.•. -~ -"·-·-·-··------------~ =----·- · .c · •••• ----·· •-' -·'·--
---~~~--"--~~-~----~~-·=s·Jronatn··g· ··to·· m·1·n1mu~· ctist per hole ·should. be used. But a dom-
inating factor usually is the equipment capacity and condition. 
These dictate the speed and feed corresponding to the drill 
diameter. By controlling simple factors like drill overhang 
,· 
i n c h u ck , abs ens e o f d u s t o_r _Q ~- r:r i n m / c __ , ___ --~--P i ItQ ... J .. e ... _ .. r_j g i. d . f_j ___ x~ .. ----·-------------·------------------------. --.. ------------------
tures, chatter,vibrations,runout in the holes can be avoided 
and-satisfactory res-ults obtained. 
I: 
.. 
--- • - . .. 7' • ·. .';:t --~. •• •• 
. . . 
' . 
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THE EXPERIMENT- - . . JI :·-. ·:/, . . . ' . . -
INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION 
The drill performance can be and generally is evaluated 
on the basis of many different factors; drill life measured 
in terms of number of holes being most common. However, 
equally important are torque and thrust encountered, hole size 
~- variation, surface finish and temperature rise. There are 
various criterion by which all thes_e_ factors_are_ ev_aJ_uateq . .,_ ·----~-
Some authors have based their drill life on the following 
interesting observati_ons. A change in color of drill, indi-
cated by the dark blue end of the drill occupying the depth 
' 
of hole drilled, a change in sound as can be detected by an 
lfJt; 
experienced qualified and objective operator and a complete 
failure as indicated either by a scream, or radical chatter· 
marks at the bot~om of the hole. Thrust and torque have been· 
.,.. 
shown to hold specific relationships with drill size and feed, 
having different constants pertaining to differen·t work-tool 
i 
Sudden change in thrust and torque 
- . r ~ 
i s s t i l l th e b e s t i n d i ca tar o f i m p e rf d i n g d r i l l fa i l u re . Me a n 
oversiz·e variation in the mean hole size can be the best in-
dicato·r where drill performance is being evaluated for close 




··················---··-·-----···-···--.-. ·········--···-··-·······-···············-···· ········-···········-•······································ ···········-··· -·········· ----··--·-·········-· ·--···-······-······-··----~-- ··-·· -·----·- .. -- -··· -····························-···-·······-·······-·-·········-··-·····--·-····---·-······---····-···-··········-·--------···-- . - --· 
was to try to determine the optimum drill geometry for the 
~-
_steel developed by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. It is 
. :) \ . . 
·, basically a high strength structural steel with some vari·ations 
a ,d apt e d for part i c u-1· a r a pp 1 i ca ti on s • The properties and char-
.{::-
J -9-
. :· . - •' . . . . 
... 
• I .,, 

















" acteristics of the ·material are covered under work· material 
' . 
and hence are not discussed at this ·time. The experiment 
was set up in_ close resen,~.lance to shop conditions. The ma-
terial is roller quenched and hence was used in as is condi-
·tion so as to take the effect of scale into account. It was 
learned that material is drilled in stacked condition and 
hence thru holes were drilled . 
.:s· 
·SELECTION OF VARIABLES 
' -
a. Work Material - RQ 100 is the latest structural steel 
developed by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. It has a greater· 
st.rength/weight ratio than any other structural steel in the 
same field. RQ stands for roller quenched, 100 being the in-
dicator of its yield strength. Other variations~of this alloy 
being RQ-lOOA and _RQC-100. These vary in chemical composition 
and are used where abrasion and corrosion properties are of 
~ 
more importance. RQ-100 is a quenched and tempered alloy steel 
plate with an exceptional combination of strength, toughness_ 
.. 
,., 
~··- and wear resistance. It is ideal, as claimed by Bethlehem ·· ·.. .. · 
, .. 
- -- - • • ~~ --'~·~ -~-- •·.,--•-. -·---=-c-.-,--.-~ ~-· •-- -----------~ - - - - . . .. , -.. ·-- -.. - -- . . ---- --
- . .. - . . --- .... . --~--··--·-~~--~--~.-~-----. .. ..~.?'-· ... 
' "'· 
, 
S tee l CO r p Or a ti On , f Or pre S S U re Ve S S e· l S a n d CO n S tr U Ct i On a p -
plications such as buildings, bridges, earth moving equipment, 
... _/ 
truck frames and othet _applications where high strength, 
toughness and abrasion resistance are prerequisites. This 
• •••• ••••• • ,,,., ,., •. , ,.,, •••• ••" • ••• • •••••• • , , ., , ••••• ••••,• •••••• ''••••••••·••• •••,.•-••""'" ..... -. . ., ••·•-.••••• •• • • ••• • • •• •- • - ·•"·• , , '•'' • - ·• ••· •••• ,. ,. ••• ••• •• -····-"•'·• ••••••••••.,••••••••• '"" ••-•••• ,,••••·· ·•-•••·•••, •-•••••• ,s•••••••"•'~"'"-''""-•"•••••-• .. ••n• .. ••••••O•rn•••-••••••-n••- .. -•,.•_._,.,H., .. _. __ ,.,•-•• .. -••••••o•••••.,•••,.,..,,Hnu•" 
- - - . -. . . - - ..... ·-·· ..................... ·-· .... . 
...... grade of steel is produced in plate thicknesses from 3/16 inch 
• 
0 • 
" -... 1·•' ~ . . ''; 
to 6 inches inclusive. It~is water quenched from approximately 
l,650°F and tempered at l ,100°F or higher and is utmost in 
(!i-. , .. 
.. 
..... ... ~.r,-
-. . -u n i f O rm i t y O f me Ch a n i C a l p r O p e r t i e s . . R-Q - 1 0 0 . s t e e l p l a t e -s . Ca Jla-.. --~ .. ---._:->· .. . ,... ·-
• l O -
i:r,,1,,,,,,1,,,,,, \ ,,,,,,,.,,,,., 
. I 
·, 
___ ..:_ -'·"'i-- !. ~ 




1 be machined with conventional equipment us·ing·ei·_ther high 
speed steel or carbide testing. However, because of rela-
- _tively high hardness of the RQ-100 steel as compared to carbon 
structural steel,· the producers suggest that cutting speeds 
should be about 30% less than that used for carbon steel to 
obtain reasonable tool-life. RQ-l"OO meets the mechanical 
properties requirements of ASTM specifications A-514 and A-517. 
' 
Its chemical composition and engineering properties are as 
.f,ollows. 









.12 - .21 
. 45 - . 70 
.035 max. 
.040 max. 
.20 - .35 
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.45 - .60 
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Mechanical properties appli.cable to a 2 1/·2 inch thickness 
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Brine 11 e · ha rd.nes~ .. range - 235 - ,_293 
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Actu·al hardnes·s graph for the material used in the ex-
"-per i men tis given in Figure 1. · The plates used were .1 3/4 -
inch thick a·nd were torch cut in the sizes of 3 x 1 3/4 x 12 
inches. To eliminate the tempering effect of torch cutting 
all hQles were drilled at the distance of 3/4 inch, measured 







;,···; . . . - -· 
;'4j·•. 
--·~---·--~ -- -lhe tests w-ere conducted on an Edlund Model LHP2 drilling 
. . - .. -: _,._ -~- :~ . .. ··-·-
machine equipped with power feed. Drills used were high speed 
steel of Morse Drill Company make considering the horse power 
of the motor on the drilling m/c. It was decided to use the 
1/2 inch diameter size. Of course, the results obtained for 
1/2 inch size can be applied to bigger drills which will be 
used depending on the specifications of the drilling machine. 
The specifications of drills used were two;flutes and a helix 
angle of 27° with taper shanks. To ensure as practical condi-
>--
ti on s as p_ossible, the drills were used as they ca,me from 
- .......... ~·"···-~~.~---~-~-~ ~~-- .. --stock w.ith~out mq~j fi ca~i .... Q ... ~~. __ 9Y'_ .. t ... ~-~i vi dual mi Cr"QS~qpi'~ ... e~ami-.- ........ ~~ ... ,,.,:r~--... --, 
nations. When.worn out, they were reground to original or 
· v a r i o us o th e r g e om e tr i e s ·to be u s e d a g a i n . r~o e 1 i mi n a t e th e 
. 
effect of overhang, various geometries were randomly ·ground 
on the drills and random observations taken. The geometrie~ 
of the drills were dictated by the choice of independent vari-
ables. These geometries were ground/·-on the drills by m{chine 
·-- -,-, 
~ 
and hence a~curacies were ensured. Drill travel was main-
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. 
and the drill emerges from the material completely. 
···-···'""""(i 
1 ' ... 
. " 
.• -1-- " 
The three independent· variables to ·comrr·l ete the d ri 11 
geometry were point angle (also called included angle), re-
-,t ...__.· ~---.lief angle and the geometry of the point, i.e., either chisel 
(jJ 
edge point drill or sp,iral point drill. These three variables 
can be easily handled in any average size machine shop. The 
geometry which proves to be most satisfactory can be easily 
-a~nd.---~ea-dily ground in the shop itself and· readily suppl.ied 
' . 
to the production·machittes. Since the "materi·a1 -was"··of-higher·~: 
hardness, it was d~cided to use the included angle in a higher 
range and the relief angle in a lower range. The different 
· 1 e v e l s o f th es e th r e e i n de p e n de· n t v a r i a b l e s th a t d e f i n e d th e 
drill geometry are: 
INCLUDED ANGLE 
118°, 130°, 140° 
• _;r. 
.-;_ . 













Chisel edge point and spiral point. 
,, 
It was learned that one of the problems while drilling 
RQ-100 was the burr ~roduced by the drill when it emerged 
' ..... 
- ·-·-- .. -- ------,--- - .... ---·-·---~- .I, ' ' 
~ .. ·. 
• I 
.  
. , ,,: ,-_,: -~:,i··,I'!;··: ::'.·:· ·'-'.'l"}-',_':r:·~;- "1•_::.·.'::·:y;;\~ ~-:'. _.;_;~;ff~}~11:Jf 
/ 
[' 
used for putting =,bolts through, it was necessary to remove 
thy burr to ensure that the bolt head or nut will fit snug 
with the surface. Thus, it was decided to measure the effec,t 
--.:r,· •. ·1 
_ ,, ,e ,. ,, ..• o.f dri 11 geometry on the burr produced if there was any, and 
,,, ' 
1--'------- - ----~-----. -~ -~---· . ----
:--;·. 
----········ ....... ~ ·-·--. 
' . 
hence, one of the dependent variables me~sured was burr height., 
Another dependent variable measured for the evaluation of 
drill performance was the torque. However, since the material 
was stack drilled, breakthru torque was measured instead of 
' '. . -- . ". . . . . 
--- .a.verage -torque. 'The br.ea,kthru. torque is .defi.ned. as .. tha.t ... in.-·---~;-~:· 
creased value of average torque when the drill point emerges 
from the material while drilling through holes. Torque is 
_ important from a machine capacity point of view as well as 
critical torque point of view. Since it is directly propor-
tional to the cubic power of drill diameter, critical torque 
~-----"' 
values drastically go down as the sizes of drill decreases. 
In addition to this fact, the torque increases 20% to 50% with 
dulling of the cutting edges. These factors together may pro-
duce the breakthru torque which might contribute to the drill 
___ _. _______ ~ ________ ., ___ ~- ._________ ___ _ _ __ fa i 1 u re " by b re a k ag e . The lower breakthru torq~_ues will always 
~ -· . :·· 
,-
indicate good drill performance and less load on the machine 
adding to the accuracy of the operation. Besides these two -
dependent variables, one overall observation was made regarding 
r,;.-.-..•. 
the chip size and coloration and any indication of noise or 
···., 
·····<---·-
-- ------ -----~---- -------" - -----
--- -------------
ch at t er. Visual inspection of the hole surface finish was 
made periodically betwee_n the chisel edge and· the spiral point 
ge·ometri es. 
___ _,. •·- • • • '•-•,·- .• - ., I' •" •• . . -· - - -- . - - . --- -- ·-- - . - .. ·, -- -- -· ·--·--· .... ·- . 
• r - - .. .. ... - " -- .... 
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CUTTING-. CONDITIONS 
First of all it was decided to use a dry cutting conditi-on 
because it will add to the sev.erity under which the d'rill will 
'\ 
--
be performing and 'the optimum geometry obtained under this 
condition will only be enhanced by the use of a coolant or 
lubricant and will further the tool life· and drill performa~ce. 
Though the speed does not influence torque or thrust, it does 
have a profound effect on drill life. The accelerated wear 
·.·· of the .. lips··a-tid chipping of 'the corn~ers happen at "hi"'gh spe'eds. 
Proper selection of surface cutting speed is essential. On 
the other hand, feed greatly influences thrust and torque and 
has a direct effect on machine stability and hence must be 
chosen by making a compromise between economic ~utting and . 
equipment condition. Excessive feed will give rise to higher 
thrust load causing spindle deflection, making the drill • seize 
in the hole and break due to buckling load. Considering the 
importance of cutting conditions, it was decided to run a 
small pilot experi·ment to decide the optimum cutting conditions. 
. , 
,1 f_t 
· -·- .... -,-··-·-·'"·~-------··---····-· .. -Observed var i ab l es were torque encountered , ·ho l e surface .. f i n i sh ,- ·-~----"~---· 
a n d c u t ti n g a c ti o n o f th e d r i l l ( a v i's u a l ob s e r v a ti o n of t·h e 
:-·· : :, 
cut ti n g act i -on of d r i l l whether th ere i s a n_1: vi bra ti o n or 
c·hatter of the drill), chip formation and coloration of chip. 
Cutting speed wls varied in four levels and three different 
values of feed were used. Because of the hardness of work ma-
terial, i} was decided to use 140° iricluded angle with 6° re-
lief (medium in the range) and a chisel e_dge point. 
-16-








. ~. - ll 
Observations were taken for 10 holes which was just an arbi-
• ::< ,;, I 
trary number and all ·condi··tions were observed over this range. 
,As can be seen from the table·,_ torque is almost constant 
over the speed range but i.ncreases rather rapidly with" the 
feed. At~the lowest value of feed torque is minimum and the 
drill is performing quite satisfactorily. However, the ma-. 
chine is not being used to full capacity and there is a chip 
problem. ·There is a question of which chip is most efficient, 
a long slightly curled chip or series of short broken chip~. 
Mos--t drills actually produce long chips until they are some 
I 
distance in the hole. It is observed that during this period 
the drill is most free cutting and the coolant or cutting fluid 
' 
has the best access. However, long unbroken chips obtained 
at the lower feed do get entangled with the drill and pre~ent 
quite a hazard to operator safety where jigs and protect_ions 
are not used and hence totally undesirable. With increased 
feed chips tend to break in short lengths, but at higher rates 
of feed, excessive heating and laboring occurred indicating 
" 
_ -· ··-·c·~ .-- _ --~-· --;------ ·<-=-=-·-s~· 0'.;_~. = ... · '--0--. ·- .. ~···-·--·=~·-c-· ... - .... ,---.- .-. . .--4:.c . ~ -_·-,- -·-_.J!~'- ... ·---··· --- _ ····- ·-- __ . _ ·+ •. ... __ ---- ·--- ,·--~·-· _ •• -~~- ------- ______ •c ___ .. 
r, 
~strain on the equipment making higher rates of feed undesir-
able. At the feed value of .004/rev. th~e drill produced long 
--.. 
straw coJor chips and after a depth of that, short bluish color 
• 
chips until it broke through. This indicated modest heating as 
the drilling progressed, heating being moderate over the range 
of 10 holes·. How·ever~ when the feed increased to .006 inch/rev., 
this heating is accelerated giving blue short chips. Rapid 
_,, 
heating of the drill is undesirable a:nd hence it was decided 
to u-se the lighter feed and keep heating down as mu·c~ as pos- __ 
,_, -17-






DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM CONDITION 
i 
DRILL SPECS: l 4 0 ° I n c l u d 1e d A n g l e , 6 ° R e l i e f , C h i s e l Ed g e P·o i n t , l / 2 I n . D i a . I~ . S . S . 
• 004 II 
40# 
Long Stringy Chip. No 
50 Color, No Heating, No 




40 lb inc. 
Long Unbroken Chip. 
No Color. Good Hole. 
No. Labor. No. of 
Holes Drilled - 10. 
40# 
Stringy Chip. Straw 
Color. No Labor. 
Good Hole. No. of 
Holes - 10. 
40# 
Broken Long Chip. 
Bluish Color. Good 
70 Hole. Welding of Chip 
at Cutting Edge. 
, I 
, I 
High Heating. No. of 




Broken Chip. Bluish Color. 
No Labor, Good Hole. 
No. of Holes - 10. 
60# 
Broken Chip. Bluish Color. 
Fair Hole, Toolmarks, No 
Labor. No. of Holes 
Drilled - 10. 
65# 
Medium Broken Chip. Blue 
Color, Light Labor, Good 
Hole, No. of Holes - 10. 
70# 
Broken Chip. Blue Color 
Heating. Laboring Heavy. 
Fair Hole. No. - 10. 
~· 0 l O II 
110 # 
Broken Bluechip .. Heat-
ing and Light Laboring. 
Pair Hole No. - 10. 
130# 
Broken Chip. Blue Color. 
Heavy Heating. Laboring. 
Torque Increase. No. 3~ 
130# 
Short Broken Blue Chip. 
Heavy Heating, Laboring. 
Fairhole. No. Holes - 10. 
Not taken because obvious 






















sible. It was also observed as (the speed) -increased, at higher 
feed rates, there was light chatterin~ and laboring and hence 
... ! - I 
· the feed value was fixed at .004 11 /rev. With the change from 
1 ower speed to higher speed, .there is not much change ,n torque 
I ' 
but faster rates of penetration are achieved resulting in in-
creas~d production. However, at higher speeds, increased heat-
O> 
i n g a n d 1 ab or i ·n g w a ·s o b s e r v e d . At 7 O s f _pm a t h i g h e r feed r a t e s , 
excessive h_eating and laboring was observed and at a lower feed 
----1- - -, ' 
· ·· t h e c h i p was · v e r y -1 o n g a··n d q u i t e u n ma n a g ea b 1 e . · · · I t- · ·w· a s o b ·s ·e r v e d · ·· -· ·· 
. ·,~ 
that at a combination of 65 stpm and .004 feed, the drill per-
"' 
formed very satisfactorily over the entire range of holes, 
torque was lowest and hole surface finish was good. Thus cut-. 
ting conditions were established at 65 sfpm and .004 11 /rev .. feed 
with dry cutting. 
EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS 
-· 
l. Edlund vertical drilling machine 
2. One component dynamometer 
4. Tachometer 
5 . Surface p 1 ate 
6. Dial gauge mounted on the block 
7. Spiropoint grinder 
DESIGN OF EXPERI~ENT 
- ·;,.;. 
A simple factorial experiment was set up to study the ef-
fects of the three factors involved. 
-19 -
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w • .. 
.. 
t-luded a~gles alorig with three different relief angles were 
used for each point geometry. The factor A, i.e., point' geom-
etry had 2 levels nam~ly chisel edge point and spiral point. 
'\ 
The factor B (included angle) had thr~e levels, 118°, 130° 
and 1 4 O O a n d the factor C ( re _l i e f an g 1 e ) had th re e 1 eve 1 s a l so 
4~, 6°, and 8°. Hence the experiment set up was a 2 x 3 x 3 
factorial experiment. There were 18.different sets of experi-
mental conditions and the experiment was replicated twice giving 
'36 trial·s ·111 a·11 ... There were· ·a total of- ten observations with-
in each cell giving in all 360 observations. The number of 
observations was an arbitrary number. It was felt that ob-
served values of break through torque and. burr height over the 
.( i, 




fects of the independent variables. The mathematical model for 
2 x 3 x 3 factorial experiment will be as follows. 
,; '!, 
where y is the observed value andµ is the true mean and A, B,· 
C stand for the above mentioned independent variables. Only 
' 
first degree interactions are considered. 
' 
The actual sequence of 36 runs in the experiment was de-
~rmi ned by randomization wherever feasible. Certain restric-
complete random-tions imposed by-the experimental set up made 
ization impractical. For example, spiral point grinding had to 
... ,\- .. ,! • . 
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f 
p.lete--ra·"ttdomization.between spiral poin_t ... and ch,isel edge was 
, . .,-: 
impractical. Subject to the above· limi.tation cuts were ran-
d.omized. The purpose of this randomization,is essential to .. , .... ~ ... 
. ,.-• 
I·-•.• .._ • > 
•·. . . 
I 
reduce the probability of any systemati·c arrangement·s between , 
measured variables and ~ossible experimental input variables. 
This quality of randomness in the sequence of test runs is an 
essential condition for making valid inferences from the sta-
tistical analysis of the data. 
.. 
.; .' - ··-----'··· ~·. --'--'-- -· .- - ··-
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The work material, which w~s in the form of plate, was held 
in the vise which was clamped on the one component dynamometer 
which was bolted on the machine table. A Sanborn recorder 
was hooked up to the dynamometer to record the torque encoun-
tered. The work material was suspended in the rise in order 
to drill thru holes. Automatic feed was used and travel was 
adjusted whenever the length of drill dictated. For every 
combination ten holes were drilled in succession and everytime 
a d~ill finished one hole it was cleaned by a brush0 and any 
wel·ding of the cmip to. the cutting lip or point"'was$removed 
lest it should add to the increase of torque. The drills were 
used in as is condition and when one set of observations was 
' 
finished it was ground to a different geometry and used ~gain. 
Before any drilling, the work material was 11 prepared 11 by filing 
' 
all edges so that the plate could rest flat on the surface 
-
plate in order to take the burr· height readings. All holes 
.... 
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effect of change in microstructure caused by the possib1 .. ··e 
C 
annealing when the material was torch-cut into plates. As 
the material was assumed to be homogeneous, the variations in·· 
torque readings (instantaneous variations) were ignored. 
When the 10 holes were completed, the plate was kept on the 
surface plate, the underside thru which the drill emerges is 
- facing up. All loose burrs were removed by brushing the sur-
face with a wire brush. The purpose was to eliminate any 
b u r r c a u s e d by th e s c a l y s u r fa ,c e . of th e _w or k ma t er i. a 1 • 
. - ,.. . ~ ,,. . - . .. ,' '. . - . 
The 
. - . -·~·~ . . - -
· height of burr .was measured by a ·dial indicator gauge. The 
dial indicator gauge was set to zero at the uncut surface of 
the plate and then the point of tne gauge was moved along the 
periphery of the hole. Only the maximum reading was taken 
as the burr height. The procedure was repeated a couple of 
times and only the consistently observed value was taken down 
. as the burr height. The torque value was taken from the plots 
obtained from the recorder. Also observed but not recorded 
were chip size and coloration and any chatter or smoothness 
o.f the drilL-P~erformance. 
--·--"• ,,,,•r.•, ,. - -_, . ., ... _-,e~·~·--•-•-----·"""'"'4~• -~~--,-.-,..~·•r••• ·• 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
. . 
Th·e results of the experiment are presented graphically 
in Figures 3 and 4. In these figures the mean values of 
breakthru torque and burr height are plotted against the in-· 
eluded point angles. The raw data which make up:these average 
valu~s are present~d in Appendix 1. 
The analysis of the data was performed with the objective 
____________ of f-inding whic~ of the fa~tors have a _signjfi.can_t effect.on.--.,-~--"--·-
the breakthru torque and the burr height. An analysis of 
variance was used to test the statistical significance of the 
differences in means shown in Figure 3. The results of these 
analyses are presented in Table 1. It is seen that for break-
/, 
thru torque, changes in point geometry, included angle and re-
. . 
-~ . 
lief angJe inaependently are significant at 99.5% level of 
significance. The analysis of variance also points out sig-
.;. 
nificant interaction effects between pbint geometry and in- 1 
---.,,, 
--
cl u de d point angle and also between point geometry and relief 
angle. 
. . 
t h e e f f e c t a t t r i b u t a b l e to o n e f a c t o r , p o i n t g e om e t r y , d e f:t,e n d s 
upon the level of the other factor say included angle or re-
·lief angle. The physical as well -as practical deduction can 
,, 
be that for the work material under experimentation, there-
exists.a combination of point geometry, included angle and re-
lief angle which would reduce the breakthru torque appreciably. 
However, the analysis of_ variance looks at all the data to 
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differences between the levels o.f factors involved. The 
stud:ent 11 t 11 test was used to determine whether the means of 
different levels of a given factor -do really differ or do 
they come from the same population: It was assumed that the 
·two populations had the same but an unknown variance. When 
the mean values of breakthru torque compared for two different 
point geometries namely chisel and spiral; the means differed 
for all included angles and for .6° and 8° relief angles, the 
level.of _sj_g_nificance bei.ng .9_9% ... _This is further confirmed~. 
' \ 
'\ ,., from the analysis of variance data which shows a significant 
'interaction between point geometry and relief angle indicating 
effectiveness of point geometry depending upon the values of 
relief angle, for the material observed. Similarly, means 
for all different included angles differed at the 99% signifi-
cant level except for the 6° relief angle. There was a dif-
ference between 4° and 8° reliefs at the 99% level of signifi-
cance. This does confirm that breakt~ru torque do~s depend 
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of mean values for the torque, "it is seen that the torque de-
creases as we increase the included point angle. It may be 
C 
explained in the following manner. As the included angle de-
creases, chip thickness decreases, thereby increasing the 
specific cutting force and hence giving rise to the torque 
encountered. · Also the direction of chip flow can influence 
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, . . ,.. 
either concave or -convex, an additional compr~ssion or ten-
sil~· force is zet up within the chip in additio'h to a force 
outward between the chip and the wall of the hole. These 
forces increase·the friction between chip and cutting lip, 
increase the force required to separate the chip from the 
work and impede the flow of chip thus increasing power re-
quirement. It is also seen that torque requirement for the 
' 




drills. This is how it may .. b.e ... happening. .Because- of the 
.,.._ ..... , 
nature of spiral point, the_spiral drill ends in a sharp 
point at its axis eliminating any extrusion action and thus 
reducing the thrust; however, it's one continuous cutting lip 
from the point on its axis to the point on its outer periph-
' 
ery. Hence a longer length is engaged in direct cutting 
than with th~ chisel edge drill, thereby increa·sing the 
resultant cutting force on the lip and thus increasing the 
torque requirement. It is seen that lower value of relief 
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> 
relief angle while drilling tough material. Thus the sta-
... -- .,. ,' 
tistical analysis confirms that all factors under investiga-
tion have effect on the breakthru torqu~ and it is possible 
to choose the optimum combination. It is apparent from the 
table, that combination of chisel pdint geometry with a 140° 
' ' included angle ·and 4° relief will yield the lowest value of 
,. 
preakthru -torque and should be used where torque is the main 
concern and the standard drill grinder is available. 
-28-





upon another look· at the table, it is seen that spiral point 
geometry with same included angle and relief angles also' gives 
the torque values in the same vicinity. Even though the 
spiral point is giving slightly higher values for torque while 
drilling RQ-100, it is quite favorable from the standpoint of 
" 
surface finish of the hole, straightness of the hole, round-
ness of the hole and 11 smoothness 11 of the operation. Of cours~, 
availability of the spiropoint grinder is the .deciding factor. 
)rn·a1·ysis of"'varianc·e for .the burr height da~t~a indicates 
that the effects due to point geometry and included angle are 
significant at the 99.5% level. Relief angle effect is less 
significant. However, interaction effect between the included 
angle and the relief angle is significant at the 99.0% level 
and leads to the assumption that the effect due to the inclu-
ded angle depends upon the value of the relief angle. However, 
. 
the 11 t 11 test done to determine whether means of included 
angles differ, or means of point geometries differ or means 
of relief angles are different, is quite inconclusive. How-
: _. . .. 
.... , _. ,• ,-.- , .. ,•.··- ----u, --~~•- ' > -----~·,~,.-~,,,·~c.,~, 
ever, for in·cluded angles, the means do differ for'l'l8° and 
'., .. 
' :-
130° and between 118° and 140° for spiral point geometry. 
More observations will be required to establish the signifi-
cance level of the difference. Visual examination of the 
graphical representation of the mean values of burr height 
against t·be included an·gles for 118° the burr height is sub-
stantially low when cpmp·a~ed with the one obtained for 130° 
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following explanation. It has been established that the 
thrust increases as the included angle is increased. Thus 
lower values of thrust being given for smaller included 
.angles. At the breakthru, there is the low value of thrust 
fbr smaller included angles and the penetration of the drill 
is gradual being more pointed and hence at the periphery of 
the hole, the last of the metal is being sheared off by the 
' ' 
cutting edges. On the other hand, for wider included angles, 
~ . ~ 
the drill being flatter, the breakthru~is more instantaneous 
. .- t;',' • 
and accompanied with higher thrust values and hence the metal 
at the periphery is pushed outwards instead of being cut. 
Thus higher thrust being responsible for possible plastic flow 
and hence the 118° included angle gives lower burr height. 
It is also seen that spiral point drills give the lower values 
f o r b u r r h e i g h t a s c o m p a ·r e d w i t h c h i s e l p o i n t d r i l 1 s h a v i n g 
the other factors similar. Spiral point drills are well known 
for their smooth performance in cutting and absence of any 
extrusion aclion .. They reduce the thrust by 20% to 40% thus 
gi-ving low thrust values and henc_e the spiral·point drill will 
..... 
g i v e mi n i mum burr he i g ht . A l o o k a t- the 
optimum drill geometry as a spiral point 
table gives the 
\_ r geometry· with a 118° 
included angle and a 6° relief angle. A chisel edge drill 
.... ' 
with the same included angle and relief angle is seen to giye 
slightly higher values. Thus the choice ultimately depends 
- ··-. ··;__~ 













l. The independent variables {point geometry, included point 
angle and relief angle) proved to have significant effect 
o n b r e a k/t-h-r u to r q u e w h i l e o t h e r d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e ( b u r r 
height) was affected by ·point geometry and jncluded 
. angle. 
2. T_he spiral point drills were seen to cause the least 
amou~t of burr while the.chisel edge drills .produced th-e-. 
least amount of breakthru torque. 
3. The spiral point drills were performing better from the 
point of view of heating, chatter and surface finish of 
the hole produced. ·From the color of the chips produced, 
considerable heating was involved in dry cutting and 
hence it is felt that a coolant instead of a lubricant 
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• FUTURE STUDY 
l" ~ 
-~ 
In this '' experiment the optimum geometry of the drill was 
obtained with minimum· empha'''sis of the feed and speed. 
f; ... 
It will be very desirable to carry out the experime·nt to 
determine the drill life, i~terms of number of holes 
. ~ _J 
with speed and feed. 
2. It was observed that heat was generated in considerable 
amount while drilling this material and henc~ effect of· 
coolant on drill life and surface finish of the holes 
drilled, should be investigated. 
3. Further experiment should be carried out to determine the 
variation of thrust with tool geometry and possible effect 
of thrust on the burr height in thru-hole drilling. 
ll 
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TABLE NO. 1 
, 
MEAN OBSERVATIONS OF TORQUE AND 
BURRHEIGHT FOR VARIOUS DRILL GEOMETRIES 
H.S.S. Drill. 
• 
RQ -100 Material. 




9 5. 25 
----~ 
1 3. 45 
101 .05 


























11 . 20 
130° 








81 .. 00 
13. 9 5 
92.90 
15. 5 5 
100.80 
14. 65 
UPPER VALUE IN A CELL REPRESENTS 
BREAKTHRU _TORQUE. 
LOWER VALUE INDICATE.S BURRHEIGHT 









ANALYSIS OF. VARIANCE 
B·REAKTHRU TORQUE 
F Test 









55.00 .F l , 1 8 0 , • 0 0 5 - 7. 8 79 -
69.80 F2 ,l80,.005 - 5.298 -








No. of Observations 0.433 Fg,180,.1 = 1.6315 Less than 90% 
12 
Interaction bet. Pt. 12.85 F 2 , 1 8 0 , .. o O 5 5.298 99.5% -and the Angle -geo. 
' 
13 
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COMPARISON OF MEANS BETWEEN CHISEL 
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BREAKTHRU TORQU.E 
Comparison of meafls between Relief an g 1 e;s . (t) test. 
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. ' 4-6 6-8 4-8 '4-6 6-8 4-8 
.• 
118 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 99% 
·1 30 90% ,, 50% 95% 50% 90% 99% t 
~-
140 95% 95% 80% 99% 50% 99% 
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Point 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
BURR HEIGHT 
of- Vaniation F Ratio (F) From 
1 
Geometry 9.66 F1,1ao,.oos 
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No. of Observations 
2.3 
Inc. angle and 
Re 1 i e f angle 
2.4 
R e l i e f a n g 1 e a n.d 
No. of Observations 
' 1 . 4 6 2 F 2 , 180, . 10 = 2.308 Less than 90% 
........ . -. ... ,, .......... 
. 816 F g, 180,. 10 - 1 . 63 Less than 90% -
" 
3.36 F 4 , 180, • 001 - 3. 31 99% 
• 
1 . 461 F18 ~180,.l0 = 1.44 90% 
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Comparison of means between Included angles. ( t) test • 
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